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Create a radio coverage anytime without usage of measurement trips!

SiteSurveyIP 4Hytera
Quality documentation solely by active DMR network participants

Investigate the quality of your infrastructure radio coverage without costly measurement trips. The SiteSurveyIP 4Hytera software
communicates with a Hytera repeater and can thereby analyse data from all active radio participants almost simultaneously. The
existing network participants transmit RSSI data with GPS reference to the application. Remote activation is available via the soft-
ware, thereby enabling to activate radio devices via the air interface instead of parameterizing every single radio on its own.

The analysis allows various possibilities for its representation.
Two-colour or multi-colour display is possible.
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Data bank

Example

The application will be installed on a computer that is inte-
grated in the IP network of the repeater. All incoming mes-
sages will be written into the database. By means of continu-
ously recording movement data the graphic quality evaluati-
on is made. All participants in the DMR repeater network can
transmit data, provided they are enabled for this purpose.
Likewise, it is possible to analyse data selectively, e.g. it is
indicated if one participant consistently provides poorer
reception values - thereby simplifying an error analysis.

In this example, the region coverage realised by two redun-
dant repeaters is shown. One repeater is situated in the
south-western part, the second one in the north-eastern part
of the coverage territory. In the evaluation, the two-coloured

display has been chosen, since only areas with signals better
than -95 dBm or between -96 and -105 dBm are supposed
to be displayed. A coverage that is better than -95 dBm is dis-
played in blue.

No costly measurement trips necessary for
quality evaluation

No manual parameterizing of radio devices
necessary

Activation of GPS & RSSI data via the radio
interface

Logging data of all participants in the IP net-
work

Analysis of selected or all network partici-
pants

Graphic and coloured evaluation in Google
Maps
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